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The biggest problem we face in life is 

elimination. We're used to having so much 

on our minds, that it clogs our thought 

process. This in fact, does nothing for our 

utmost potential. So start eliminating 

anything that's blocking the person you're 

destined to be. If you don't know where to 

start, try analyzing your thoughts, then 

remove the things that interfere with the 

balance of your lifestyle. It won't be easy, but 

with time, things will come together. Tell your 

fears, worries, doubts, sicknesses, and

anxiety that it must go! Then make room 

for frequent happiness, abundance, courage, 

and stability in your life. Get adjusted to more

positive aspects, and apply them daily. The 

wait is over! 

Day 1.

Clear your mind..



day 2.

When was the last time you discovered 

something phenomenal about yourself, 

and then used it to the best of your 

ability? Really think this through, because 

if you didn't know, there is something 

really stunning inside of you. Look deep 

within yourself, and find what you admire 

most. You could be the world's best 

inventor, and wouldn't even know it, 

because you haven't revealed it. Don't 

allow time to pass you by, and be faced 

with many regrets. Take action today. You 

can do anything in this world, but it won't 

happen until you understand it first. So 

live your life, and be amazing in your own 

way!

Explore more of yourself..



Day 3.

Life has a way of making us go crazy at 

times. The number one thing to do when 

this happens, is to pray, and find your 

place of peace. This can be one of the 

hardest things to do, because the state of 

mind only understands what it's placed 

with, which are emotions that coincide with 

life's adversities. You must shift your 

thoughts, and humble your heart to 

understand that God is on your side. Learn 

to lean on him, when you need a smile, or 

a shoulder to cry on. I guarantee that when 

this happens, days ahead will become 

smoother, and your mindset will be

focused. Practice the effort of prayer, and 

in due time, it'll turn into a habit. 

Peace be still..



Day 4.

Never be quick to rush things in your life. 

Everything that you want immediately is 

prolonged for a reason. So there's no 

need to stagger over what you have no 

control over. Yes, it's understood that the 

waiting process can be exhausting, 

and even irritating, but always be keen to 

the bigger picture. What's for you, will 

alway's be for you. Rushing it only enables 

stress, and misplacement of your focus in 

life. Start structuring your mind to be 

aware of what's already present. Stop 

worrying about things that are farther than 

where you are now. Be anxious for 

nothing, and know that time will tell for 

everything.

Haste makes waste..



Day 5.

Keep hold of your vision..

Don't allow anyone to stop you, from 

seeing what you see within yourself. If

you have a clear vision of doing 

something, do it! Don't allow naysayers to 

tell you otherwise. Have it clear in your 

mind to go after what you want in life. You 

owe no one an explanation. Point. Blank. 

Period. Stay focused, and keep believing 

in yourself no matter what. I don't care 

how hard it gets, because you have to 

grow strength within the process. Nothing 

will ever be easy, but as long as you have 

persistence, everything else will 

leverage itself out. Real talk! Start 

involving more days of self-motivation to 

encourage yourself. This will definitely 

keep your spirit in the right mood. Hang in 

there guys!



Day 6.

Never give up..

When failure happens, create a strategic 

action plan to prevent it from happening 

again. Don't quit because something didn't 

work, or that it gets difficult. These are just 

excuses that pull you away from achieving 

greatness. You have to give it your all, if 

something has meaning in your life. Place it 

in your mind to grow just a little 

more strength, even on the days when you 

feel weaker than most. This will help you to 

go harder towards everything you work at. 

The more that you enable your mind to 

function this way, the more you'll be able 

to get done each day. So hold strong to any 

success you plan to take on, because the 

world is waiting on all you have to offer.



Day 7.

Be yourself..

Whatever personalities you have, or 

don't have, learn to love them! Everything 

about you is what people will admire. You 

don't have to be something that you're not, 

just because someone has more money 

than you, or is well known. Being yourself 

is how you'll get noticed. Never do too 

much for attention. It'll get you wrapped up 

into something that is rather hard to get out 

of. God has made us creatively different, 

and that should be enough for you to be 

proud of. Embrace who you are, and learn 

to not do more than what is expected. I 

guarantee you that this is what will be 

appreciated, and valued the most. So 

continue to be yourself, and stay true 

to who are at all times. 



Day 8.

Move past procrastination..

We've all done it, but how do we actually 

put an end to it? The first thing that should 

be considered is, to do it! Movement 

allows you to get yourself going. The last 

thing is, to produce more 

habitual effort, towards getting things done 

before they are due. You can't go wrong 

with these two things. Just try it! 

Then, glance back to see the changes that 

you're putting forth now, than the ones you 

were doing before. Nothing is wrong with 

self- improvement. It's a wonderful tool that 

we can all invest into. Do know, that 

anything you work on will show results. Try 

not to partially do things. It's pointless. 

Really pointless! Keep this in mind every 

time you feel yourself getting this way.



Believe in yourself..

You hear this all of the time, but the 

significance of it, is having the will power to 

see past where you are in life. You see, we all 

can believe in ourselves, but if we don't 

position our minds to firmly believe, then 

the belief we have in many things will never 

be a reality. It's just like when you're 

passionate about something, you put all of 

your effort into it. Right? The same goes for 

your belief system. If you believe you can 

earn more money, you're going to do just that, 

because you've now structured your mind to 

focus on that goal. So structure your mind in a 

firm way to make your beliefs a reality. 

Remember, you have the power to execute 

actions, and whatever it is that you see for 

yourself, can and will be done. Continue to 

have faith and courage in all that you do, 

because it's quite possible to turn your wants 

into something greater!

Day 9.



Day 10.

Take control over your life..

When you take control over your life, you take 

even more control over abundance. With 

abundance, there then is room for success. 

When you have that type of leverage in life, 

everything that seemed to stress or pressure 

you fades away. Most of the time, we 

never make it to this place in life, because our 

lives are built like stage plays. Everything we 

say, or do is rehearsed to the point where 

we're satisfied with what life throws at us. This 

is something that should never be tolerated. 

Somehow, we've got to understand who we're 

as people, and how much power we actually 

have. When that is understood, we then take 

measures to another level, because we have 

recognized who we're as people. So starting 

now, I want you to make the decision to control 

your life. Don't worry about anyone else, 

because they won't benefit from your actions. 

Reflect on what it is that you want for 

yourself, and start executing it, step by step. 

You can do this!



Envision For 
Yourself?

What Do You

Love

Wealth

Freedom

Abundance

Assurance

Patience

Peace



Day 11.

Surround yourself with like-minded people..

If being successful, and earning substantial 

money is in your future, then it's imperative 

that you surround yourself with people who 

have similar instances. It would be a terrible 

thing to converse with anybody that isn't on 

the same page as you are. Do understand 

that fulfilling this task won't be easy. You 

can't just go up to someone and say, "I do 

this, that, and the third." You have to do your 

research, and go from there. So just take 

note of that. One main thing I do consider is 

prayer, or meditation. By clearing, and 

focusing your mind on something solid, can 

really benefit the way you plan, and execute 

actions. This in fact, is very reliable when 

finding or meeting people of the same wants, 

or needs. Remember this though, never rush 

within trying to complete this process. Take 

each day as it comes, and the right people 

will end up in your corner. Keep pushing!



An effort accounts for something..

When you find yourself executing things 

that you aren't a pro at, know that there is 

significance in the word TRY. If 

you presented your best effort of anything,

you have to appreciate the fact that 

you made it happen. You CANNOT throw 

yourself under a bus, because you feel 

that what you presented isn't perfect. You 

tear down who you're this way. To avoid 

this altogether, be proud of anything that 

you do. Have confidence even in the things 

that you aren't so sure about. God made 

you different for a reason. So own up to 

who you're, and keep pressing on! There is 

too much going on in the world, for you to 

think, or feel that what you bring forth isn't 

enough. Never let anyone get that much 

satisfaction! Real talk. 

Day 12.



Day 13.

Stay Empowered..

Each day that you encounter should involve a 

drive that's irresistible. So if you have plans to 

execute something, it needs to be in your 

mind like clock work! Don't think about what 

you want one day, then the other day, 

it's gone completely. Create a daily system 

for yourself, and stick to it. The reasons why 

we never make it towards our highest peak, 

is because we don't allow our bodies to 

produce movement, or enable or minds to 

focus. This is where your empowerment 

comes from! You have to motivate yourself 

enough to where you are disciplined, steady, 

and on board for greatness. I guarantee that 

if you truly want something for yourself, you'll 

go after it. Point. Blank. Period. Be 

encouraged, and learn to make things 

happen in your life! All it takes is you. 

Remember that.
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